
Temporary BS5837 fencing to protect
majority of RPA and all crown spread
of retained tree in proximity to works -
refer to AMS and example fencing on this plan
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Outline of proposed two-storey side extension
as detailed on planning documents

Outline of proposed first
floor extension as detailed
on planning documents

Temporary ground protection (magenta shading) on
unsurfaced RPA outside fencing, also shown
covering area where current decking exists, if this is
removed during construction works - refer to AMS and
example ground protection for pedestrian use shown on this plan

Temporary BS5837 fencing to protect immediate area
of RPAs and unsurfaced front lawn & young trees.
Fence line to run along edge of dwarf stone retaining
walls, leaving majority of surfaced frontage open to
normal vehicle movements (see also proposed
storage area if needed to be located outside of RPAs)

Existing hardsurfaced gravel
driveway/parking area
unaltered. To remain open for
normal vehicular movements
only (no storage within RPAs)

Designated storage area
(6x4m) at front of site if
required - avoiding RPAs
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Site as approved

BS5837:2012 compliant
protective fencing

Root Protection Area

Temporary ground protection
appropriate to loading within
exposed RPAs (magenta hatch)
- refer to AMS and examples
shown on this plan

Examples of protective fencing signage

Examples of above-ground stabilising
systems (reproduced from BS 5837:2012 Trees in relation
to design, demolition and construction - Recommendations)

Examples of temporary ground protection suitable for pedestrian movements only -
heavy-duty plywood sheets pinned into position (left) and plywood sheets fixed to a timber framework (right)


